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Abstract: In wireless network packet organization is 

vital process to manage overloading of packet 

transmission is not easy. The nodes are loss its 

connection that makes the packet drops,  wireless 

nodes are less weight nodes, so easy to deploy 

anywhere in the network environment.  Nodes are 

crossing its border range provide inefficient packet 

organization. So Present Conniving rear enforcement 

packet gathering (CREPG) technique is constructed 

to obtain efficient packet gathering with support of 

minimum energy using path. Degree based link 

separation algorithm is introduced in this network to 

avoid packet drop, it establishes stable routing 

connection. It enhance packet transmission because 

high degree based link is allowed, otherwise low 

degree based link is avoided. It uses the minimum 

energy consumption nodes for packet gathering, so 

transmission rate is improved. 

Keywords: Conniving rear enforcement packet 

gathering, Degree based link separation algorithm. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

  

 Secure global limitation is difficult process 

which allows global relationship, creation of 

sophisticated experimental output with expert ability 

position. Though, there are lots of issue hinder the 

growth of an effectual network for global border 

protection and observation. In the current tight 

financial environment, governments endeavour to 

protection their limits, except it also ensure that 

expenses are reserved minimum level. It is 

mentioned above all difficulties are obtained in 

specified very large network limits [1]. 

 A huge quantity of qualified limit guards 

and possessions are important. Guidance and equip 

limit guard is very costly. Additionally, it is not 

always reasonable to organize limits guard along the 

limits due to the unfriendly scenery, harsh climate 

situation, and forces conflict. WSN provides an 

intellect led, cost winning results for monitoring 

vulnerable points on the global limits. A WSN is 

group of reserve controlled nodes which examine the 

network situations [2]. A network of unattended 

identity collecting nodes should considerably, hack 

the quantity of nodes in a edge. Moreover, the 

sequential monitoring minimizes the options of 

losing any possible wrong action. The capability of 

sensor nodes to process without human association 

and for that condition then remaining surveillance 

information are unfeasible has made it required for 

agreement in violent unsafe network structure. 

However WSNs can be easily combined with 

previous scheme to obtain an ordinary packet 

collection at each end of intrusion [3]. Information 

combination from many networks is input 

characteristic of sensor nodes boundary management 

and observation. 

 

 A number of Wireless Sensor Network uses 

compel a linear network topology, global boundary 

nodes protection; establish link among and route path 

analyzing [4]. The linear topology has nodes daisy 

linked using radio packet transmission. Wireless 

sensor network topologies are categorized by thin 

node arrangement, more distance communication, 

and alignment of nodes along a virtual line. This 

range of characteristics introduces current difficulties 

that make result present on is fixed. Wireless sensor 

network unsuitable to local wireless sensor network 

[5]. The recent work indicates network indicates 

issues as they occur from a constricted use 

standpoint. For instance, various communication 

schemes are present for location based analyzing 

uses.  For that situation packet gathering is 

characteristically capable among specific sensor 

nodes. In boundary protection, this is not forever 

probable. It is unworkable for an unmanned node to 

make packet loss [6]. Consequently, there is want to 
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tackle the issue essentially at the topological range. 

This process supplies a cross layer packet 

transmission scheme that is modified to location the 

needs of wireless sensor network. For this scheme to 

boundary protection and observation is proposed a 

multifaceted group of confront which is nonspecific 

sufficient to envelop most LWSN uses [7]. 

Communication process with problem like packet 

trustworthiness, suitability, mistake range, network 

lifespan, and system scalability; these establish the 

achievement of several wireless sensor network 

nodes. 

 A sensor node can whichever broadcast its 

packet frequently to target node, as it passes by, else 

it can broadcast data through multi-hop paths to 

remaining sensor nodes that presently provides link 

with target node [8]. Therefore, to select the effective 

paths to capably broadcast sensor information is 

participation provides for packet organization in 

Wireless sensor network. Even though this topic has 

received a sensible quantity of investigate for node 

performance, most of them have boundaries which 

damage their acceptance [9]. It need the forecast of 

Trajectories of the sinks, that incurs significant 

traffic Also affects from forecast mistakes else not 

smooth possible in large network environment [10]. 

 

 Remaining part of the paper is designed as 

follows. Section II provides a related works. In 

section III, we present the details of proposed Link 

Conniving rear enforcement packet gathering 

(CREPG) technique is used to obtains perfect packet 

transmission path from source node to destination 

node. Section IV provides simulation performance 

results analysis obtained under various metrics. At 

last section V concludes the paper with future 

direction.  

II.RELATED WORKS 

 Brar, Gurbinder Singh, et al., [11] proposed 

PDORP contain behavior of each PEGASIS-Power 

Efficient Gathering Sensor Information method with 

Dynamic source routing scheme. In addition, 

hybridization of GA-Genetic Algorithm and BFO-

Bacterial Foraging Optimization is functional to 

present communication scheme to detect energy 

efficient best routes. The Experimental output, 

distinguish among a Hybridization method of the 

proposed routing protocol provides Effective output 

comprising minimum bit error rate, minimum packet 

latency, minimum energy Usage, with higher 

transmission rate that guide to effective Quality of 

service and improve the lifespan of the network 

environment. Furthermore, the Computation Model 

is adopts to estimate and distinguish the presentation 

of the each communication scheme using soft 

compute methods. 

 

 Archana, S., et al., [12] proposed ant 

depending improved Quality of service aware 

communication scheme is constructed with support 

of the meta-heuristic method of ACO-Ant Colony 

Optimization network environment, stimulated by 

normal ant characteristics. The cause of sensor nodes 

is to communicate with the incident made to target 

node. Depends on active topology and restricted 

network possessions, sensor nodes information a 

more stop working velocity imitation ants are used to 

organize the quality of service metrics are Packet 

latency, transmission rate, bit error rate, power 

usage, indication force for the intermediate nodes 

reliability. The route selection for packet 

broadcasting is calculated with Path predilection 

chances that satisfy each QoS needs. It is fitting for 

real time uses, as it improves node lifespan and 

reduces packet drop, and packet latency. It is better 

technique compared with existing technique. 

 

 Madhumathy, P., et al., [13] proposed 

assignation end choosing with split hierarchy method 

is applied to discover the best data packet 

broadcasting route. Whether the target node travels 

within the range of the meeting edge, it accepts the 

collected packet and if goes out, then this choose a 

middle node from its nearest neighbours to relay 

packets from rendezvous end to the target node. 

Present method minimizes the indication overload 

and enhances the triangular communication issues. 

Here the sink operate as a medium and organize the 

data packet from the sensor nodes. Experimental 

output indicates that present scheme successfully 

chains target velocity with minimum traffic and 

delay while distinguish with Intelligent Agent-based 

Routing technique, and also improves the 

dependability and Transmission rate while quantity 

of sources are improves. 

 

 An, Wei, et al., [14] proposed optimization 

issues of how to reduce the entire communication 

resource usage of specified data packet delivered 

from the sender node to the target node in the 

energy-constrained Wireless sensor network. 

Particularly, explain the issue on the base of the 

lesser cost flow scheme and achieve the higher leap 
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for the information quantity in conditions of the 

amount of packets which are profitably broadcasted 

from the sender node to the target node. The explicit 

algorithms to receive the best routes with their best 

possible information for packet quantity, and then 

obtain the reduced entire transmission rate for the 

particular quantity of data packets. Normal 

experiment indicates improved important packet 

broadcasting compared with existing scheme. 

 

 Rault, Tifenn, et al., [15] present Recent 

scheme that nodes broadcast its data packet among 

multihop route of minimized length by involvement 

nodes the vision to maintain data when holding the 

target node upcoming near that exempt huge sensor 

nodes from forwarding data packets. This technique 

tries to keep energy level, when ensure no data is 

drop suitable to storage overload. The issue of 

optimizing wireless sensor network lifespan with 

imperfect storage ability and controlled mobile sink 

using a LP-Linear Program. It decides the sink node 

particular times at all probable position, then data 

delivery rate among nodes with the buffered packets 

Size. It is compared with existing scheme, obtains 

higher lifespan of network. It also enables to create 

and also broadcast more data to the target node.  

 

 Ren, Fengyuan, et al., [16] proposed EBRP-

Energy-Balanced Routing Protocol by designing a 

combined virtual possible area measure strength, 

energy thickness, and remaining energy level. The 

aim of essential scheme is to force packets to travel 

near to the sink node among the dense energy area so 

as to defend the nodes with relatively low remaining 

energy. To concentrate on the communicating ring 

issues promising for its basic method, improved 

schemes are present to identify and remove ring. 

This loop removal techniques are initially 

authenticate among wide experiment. Last, the 

combined routine of the complete potential 

depending energy management communication 

scheme is estimated among the frequent results in a 

chance fixed network running event-driven uses, the 

impact of the metrics on the performance is 

examined and strategy for metrics fixed  are 

shortened. Simulation output indicates major 

development in energy managing, lifespan of 

network, reporting ratio, with transmission rate is 

distinguished to the usually used energy well-

organized communicating schemes. 

 

Vukobratovic, Dejan, et al., [17] proposed 

dispersed rate less code methods for Wireless sensor 

network are node process to organizing enough 

quantity of various sensor data packets also the stage 

rate less programming is the assignment of sensors. 

In the present packet centric method, this process is 

allocated to program packets known as rate less data. 

When frequently travelling among the network, rate 

less packets organize and decide into their satisfied 

need amount of regularly sample sensor 

informations, carrying out its routes in frequent 

choosing nodes. For this method, any quantity 

allocation of rate less codes can be accurately 

achieved. The issues of uniform merging of sensor 

data packets into rate less message in the network are 

concentrating on. The effectiveness of the present 

method is better distinguished with existing method. 

 

 Yogi, Amit Kumar, et al., [18] present 

communication scheme make certain that it 

contribute steady superiority routine of network and 

to estimate the minimum route forces frequently 

depends on quality of service metrics needs with 

previous movement traffic, to facilitate numerous 

communicating route should simply be confine by 

construction of present communicating scheme. It is 

customized description of AOMDV broadcast packet 

to many target nodes. Amount of nodes improved 

quality of service routine is high as complete in 

output part. It estimate various metrics energy usage, 

packet delivery rate, and lifespan of network is 

improved compared with previous scheme. 

 

 Yang, Shusen, et al., [19] proposed a novel 

communicating parameters; CA-ETX-Contact-

Aware ETX is used to calculate the packet latency 

made by each packet rebroadcasting with irregular 

link. By constructing contact aware scheme in the 

communication model CTP with the IETF 

communication RPL, to show should operate 

effortlessly with ETX method. It indicates that 

present depends communicating conditions for 

motionless Wireless sensor network is simply 

comprehensive to wireless sensor network with 

minimum changes by using Context aware scheme. 

Additionally to merging context aware scheme with 

the energetic backpressure communication, also a 

transmission rate best method OBC-Opportunistic 

Backpressure organization. It is simple to construct, 

and need no speed forecast. Among simulation  
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Indicates present methods considerably processing in 

modern method to measure parameters like packet 

latency, transmission traffic, buffer overflow, 

trustworthiness.  

 

 Hammoudeh, Mohammad, et al., [20] 

proposed scheme need to estimate the necessary 

amount of sensor nodes to position sequence to 

obtain a particular range of reporting based to the 

selection parameter in a specified restraint area, 

when maintain two-way radio linkage in the network 

environment. To supply a novel cross layer 

communication scheme is known as LDG -Levels 

Division Graph constructed particularly to indicate 

the packet transmission requirements and connection 

trustworthiness for linear Wireless sensor network 

uses. The characteristics of the present method are 

broadly estimated in Experiment with realistic 

situation and metrics. Simulation output indicate 

important presentation gain while distinguish with 

most excellent survey of previous method. It 

measures packet overload and energy usage. 

. 

 

  III.OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SCHEME 

 

In Wireless network sensor nodes are 

always active in particular environment, since it 

sense the information and transmitted to target node. 

The target node is a destination node, it organize 

packets among various paths which is suitable for 

communication is selected. It does not obtain better 

connectivity path, the node cause sometimes as 

attack. It affects entire transmission; any packet 

forward to use that node means packet is dropped. 

Proposed Conniving rear enforcement 

packet gathering (CREPG) method is designed to 

make perfect data packet gathering by available 

sensor nodes that use less amount of energy for every 

packet transmission. Nodes connectivity is important 

one to achieve better connection from sender node to 

target node. First analyze the node degree using 

Degree based link separation algorithm is launched 

in communication to reduce packet loss, also 

provides stable connection. Maximum node degree 

based link is selected, because it has possibility to 

obtain higher packet transmission rate with lesser 

energy consumption. 

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Conniving 

rear enforcement packet gathering method 

 Figure 1 shows the proposed conniving 

rear enforcement packet gathering method is 

constructed to achieve effective routing from sender 

node to target node using stable connectivity with 

support of Degree based link separation algorithm. It 

filter outs the maximum node degree based link 

connection and minimum node degree based link 

connection. It enhances the transmission rate and 

packet delivery ratio. 

 

Establish any Route from 

sender to target node 

Packet travels along 

various routing path 

Analyze routing paths available 

Conniving rear enforcement 

packet gathering 

Perfect data packet gathering 

Degree based link separation 

algorithm 

Maximum node 

degree based 

link 

Minimum node 

degree based 

link 

 

Reduce energy consumption 
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3.1 Establish any Route from sender to target 

node 

 The sender node needs to senses an 

alteration in its monitoring intermediate node and it 

need packets are broadcasted to the target node. For 

some situation, it track process done on demand 

communication technique, the path is identified only 

while the Data Packet is broadcasted. So sender node 

starts a transmission ant for every request among 

each its intermediate node from the previously well-

read packet information. Request is maintain the load 

of the previously stay nodes, verifies the present 

connection ability and whether any relay node 

connections has poor connection range, they are 

changed in buffer. The Request arrive at the target 

node, the familiar node is altered into rearward node 

indicated as Reply packet message. It takes route as 

request achieved from pop out the best node of the 

previously mentioned node that is normally in the 

conflicting way of the transmitting node. Where 𝑆 is 

sender node, 𝐷𝑝 is Data packet transmission, and 𝐸𝐶 

is efficient connection. 

 

𝑆 = 𝐷𝑝 ∗ 𝐸𝐶 -                               (1) 

 Senders node and at intermediate nodes, 

information are get from reply message like energy 

level, frequency based coverage range. Quality of 

service metrics is applied to calculate the chance of 

the Route favourite to attain the destination node. 

Source node starts to perform possible route certain 

for broadcast to its intermediate node. The routing 

table is altered with best subsequently hop to reach 

target node; packet broadcasting is started among 

path allocated. 

 

𝐷𝑝 = ∭ 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘 -                      (2) 

 

 Packet is start to broadcast through routes 

are certainly unbreakable with higher in pheromone 

range. While gathering is made, overload occurred 

may differ cause higher packet latency and the nodes 

are travelled to new position cause path damage. 

Connection damage want must identify before 

starting a communication. While a node travelling is 

identified, it rejects a missed nearest neighbor node 

from each the equivalent buffer. Whether 

broadcasted data travels among a damaged 

connection, another path with maximum route 

favourite possibility is chosen for additional packet 

broadcasting. Another route selection is not 

important to analyze on lesser hop count, other 

quality of service constraint also favour in selected 

route. Each present path to target node is being 

damaged and urgent situation path again 

initialization become necessary. Packets are waiting 

in queue also sender broadcast request packet to 

attain the target node.   

 

∭ 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘 ={𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘|𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒}-                           (3) 

 

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = è(𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘) −                                       (4) 

 

 The normal scheme is used for data 

broadcasting to the next intermediate node in the 

buffer storage. While message is accepted through 

the path to the target node which is present, also 

broadcast the message. For that situation, whether 

the intended node is not present to path the packets 

then add the data packet in the line and transmit 

request packet to restore the path to attain the target 

node, else loss the information of packet, get ready 

and broadcast the mistake packet. Those schemes 

originally supports to manage connection damage 

and get well the packet broadcast from starting to 

ending.  

 

3.2 Conniving rear enforcement packet gathering 

Route holding procedure is disturbed with 

energy consumption and packet drop. Various sender 

strength hold various quantity of energy for its 

routes, depending on a calculation of the amount of 

packet from that sender node. Energy taken for an 

examination route and a support route are dissimilar 

for communications. The communication path is the 

main route, and the support route is a security of the 

normal route. Trustworthy broadcasting is provides 

subsequent to a route is built among the target node 

and the sender node.  

2 ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 2è(𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘) −                    (5) 

 

𝐷𝑝 = 2è(𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘) −                                   (6) 

All nodes should maintain the present sent 

data in its store awaiting it obtains the equivalent 

reply from a target node. Suitable to the restricted 

recollection of sensors, the sender is not capable to 

supply each the broadcasted packet for a probable 

rebroadcasting; consequently, while route damage is 

identified, relay node should broadcast the whole 

packet reverse to the unique sender node. On one 

occasion a route is damaged suitable to any a node 
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else connection broken, failure report is created also 

transmit to the two incurable of the damaged route. 

Previous route should reject from the storage buffer 

of the target and the sender node. Retained energy 

for the damaged route is removed, with each packet 

broadcasting among the target and that sender node 

should control to various present route. 𝐷𝐿  is an 

degree based link separation. 

𝐸𝐶 = 𝐷𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝐷𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛- (7) 

Route identification is started from source 

to target node, not from relay nodes which available 

in intermediate area. Efficient route identification 

with the equivalent support path identification in 

network. While the target node accepting an interest 

which takes an unidentified target, and sender node 

else while the previously well-known 

communication route is damage. The packet 

transmission initiates at the target node forwarding a 

process path request to intermediate nodes. A service 

path request packet takes the data’s of the sender, 

with a route buffer onto that relay node operates in 

reverse direction. The node count is restricted is 

construct with time slot support. Route request is 

broadcasted, it restriction is reduced, and the request 

packet is unwanted whether the boundary attain 

minimum previous to decision the destination node.  

𝐷𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 =  min
𝑑

𝐿- (8) 

Remains over energy for relay nodes is 

reasonably are separated into two groups, engaged 

energy and present energy. A logical energy usage 

separation in relay node makes a conniving rear 

enforcement packet gathering by destination node. 

Energy is engaged when route group for service else 

for support routes. Consequently, network energy is 

not present for more time except it is unrestricted. It 

considers the present energy at the node as an 

alternative of the residual energy at the node while 

choosing routing node to design a route.  

𝐷𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  max
𝑑

𝐿- (9) 

Packet dropping is a normal process and has 

wide convention in wireless sensor network, a path 

identification else Path finding. Remaining 

conditions, it uses request packet loss to find out the 

path to sender. In the behavior of resident packet 

loss, path is identified by enormous packet loss is the 

instance direct path. Aim to discover an energy 

efficient path. The result is to merge the 

communications velocity with the present energy for 

intermediate relay nodes. Consequently, route 

request packet transmission latency is launched, with 

is a key constituent of REAR. While an intermediate 

relay node accepts a route request, it does not 

transmit the packet to its intermediate node 

frequently.  

Algorithm for conniving rear enforcement packet 

gathering 

Step1: Initiate node deployment 

 

Step 2: for each establish routing path 

  

Step3: Broadcast data packet along those path. 

 

Step 4: 𝑖𝑓{ 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 == 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡} 

 

Step 5: node link is damaged 

 

Step 6: 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑓{ 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 == 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡} 

 

Step 7: node link is safe and stable. 

 

Step 8: Perform packet broadcasting 

 

Step 9: End if 

 

Step 10: 𝑖𝑓{𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 == 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡} 

 

Step 11: provide reply pack to sender 

 

Step 12: 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑓{𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛! = 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡} 

 

Step 13: Not provide reply packet. 

 

Step 14: End if 

3.3 Degree based link separation algorithm 

Sensor node are connected with each other 

based on location, it starts to broadcast packet in 

frequent, if any damage in connection else node 

affect packet transmission, so packet get losses from 

sender to target node. It separates the maximum 

degree based link node and minimum degree based 

link node. Maximum degree based link node have a 

more energy, so it active in long period of time. It 

provides the perfect and efficient communication and 

it has more possibility to obtain stable connection 

from sender node to target node. 

𝑆 = 2è(𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘) ∗ {max
𝑑

𝐿 ∗ min
𝑑

𝐿} - (10) 
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Communication informations are maintained in 

routing table of each node. Packet dropping path is 

minimum degree based link, so that are rejected for 

perfect communication it use more energy for packet 

broadcasting from sender node to target node. It 

separates the nodes based on capacity. Connection 

established for maximum capacity of node to achieve 

effective routing from sender to target node in 

network environment. If the destination node not 

exceeds in the coverage limit of threshold value, also 

accept data transmitted from source node, otherwise 

it selects the intermediate nodes from its neighbour 

lists to broadcast data packet from source node to 

destination node. 

 

Algorithm for Degree based link separation 

algorithm 

Step 1: Analyze node link connectivity  

 

Step 2: for each establish link connection to all 

neighbor nodes. 

 

Step 3: 𝑖𝑓 {𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 == 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚} 

 

Step 4: Establish effective communication from 

sender to target node. 

 

Step 5: 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑓 {𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 == 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚} 

 

Step 6: not perform effective communication. 

 

Step 7: nodes are rejected. 

 

Step 8: end if 

 

Step 9: Reduce energy consumption 

 

Step 10: End for. 

 

In Wireless sensor network nodes are ready 

to perform communication because those nodes have 

higher capacity of link degree. It improves the 

transmission rate, and reduces energy usage for 

every packet transmission slots. The best route is 

selected in wireless network 

 

 

Packet ID: Packet ID has each and every sensor 

node details. It also contains position and nearest 

neighbor node in network environment. 
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Figure 2: Proposed CREPG Packet format 

 In figure 2: the proposed packet format is 

shown. Here the source and destination node ID field 

takes 3 bytes. Third one is establish any Route from 

sender to target node having 5 bytes. Sender node 

searches neighbor node, to transmit data packet to 

destination node. In fourth field occupies 3 bytes. 

Packet travels along various routing path, to analyze 

various routing path for packet broadcasting. In fifth 

occupies 3 bytes, Conniving rear enforcement packet 

gathering, destination node gathers conniving rear 

enforcement data packets. The last filed is Degree 

based link separation algorithm; it separate the nodes 

based on degree of link occupies 5 bytes, to reduce 

energy consumption. 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A.  Simulation Model and Parameters 

The proposed CREPG is simulated with Network 

Simulator tool (NS 2.34). In our simulation, 100 

mobile nodes move in a 820 meter x 620 meter 

square region for 32 milliseconds simulation time. 

Each Mobile node goes random manner among the 

network in different speed. All nodes have the same 

transmission range of 250 meters. CBR Constant Bit 

Rate provides a constant speed of packet  

 

 

 

https://www.google.co.in/search?biw=1366&bih=662&q=define+enforcement&forcedict=enforcement&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwjj_o22lIXUAhVJNo8KHRi_CugQ_SoINTAA
https://www.google.co.in/search?biw=1366&bih=662&q=define+enforcement&forcedict=enforcement&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwjj_o22lIXUAhVJNo8KHRi_CugQ_SoINTAA
https://www.google.co.in/search?biw=1366&bih=662&q=define+enforcement&forcedict=enforcement&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwjj_o22lIXUAhVJNo8KHRi_CugQ_SoINTAA
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Transmission in network to limit the traffic rate. 

AODV Ad hoc on demand distance vector routing 

protocol is used to obtain perfect communication in 

wireless sensor network environment. Table 1 shows 

Simulation setup is Estimation.  

 

Table 1: Simulation Setup 

 

No. of Nodes   100 

Area Size  820 X 620 

Mac  802.11g 

Radio Range 250m 

Simulation Time  32ms 

Traffic Source CBR 

Packet Size 512 bytes 

Mobility Model Random Way Point 

Protocol AODV 

 

Simulation Result: Figure 3 shows that the 

proposed CREPG Scheme provides the efficient 

packet gathering with help of maximum capacity 

node is compared with existing PPDC [19] and 

NBMS [20]. CREPG method having degree based 

link separation scheme to separate the nodes, such as 

maximum degree based link and minimum degree 

based link. It selects the best routing path for 

communication among sender to target node. It 

reduces energy usage and improve packet 

transmission rate. 

 

Figure 3: Proposed CREPG Result 

Performance Analysis 

In simulation to analyzing the following 

performance metrics using X graph in ns2.34. 

End to End Delay: Figure 4 shows end to end 

delay is estimated by amount of time used for packet 

transmission from source node to destination node, 

each node details are maintained in routing table. In 

proposed CREPG method end to end delay is 

minimized compared to Existing method PPDC and 

NBMS. 

𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝒕𝒐 𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝑫𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒚 =  𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 –  𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒕 𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 

 

Figure 4: Graph for Nodes vs. End to End 

Delay 

Network overhead: Figure 5 shows Network 

overhead is minimized in which sender transmit 

packet to receiver node, degree based link separation 

to separate maximum degree based nodes in 

network. In proposed CREPG method Network 

overhead is decreased compared to Existing method 

PPDC and NBMS. 

𝑵𝒆𝒕𝒘𝒐𝒓𝒌 𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒅

=  (𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝑷𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕 𝑳𝒐𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒔

/𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅) ∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎 

 

Figure 5: Graph for Mobility vs. Network 

overhead 
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Packet Delivery Ratio: Figure 6 shows Packet 

delivery ratio is measured by no of received from no 

of packet sent in particular speed. Node velocity is 

not a constant, simulation mobility is fixed at 

100(bps). In proposed CREPG method Packet 

delivery ratio is improved compared to existing 

method PPDC and NBMS. 

𝑷𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕 𝑫𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒚 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐

=  (𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕 𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅/𝑺𝒆𝒏𝒕)

∗ 𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅 

 

Figure 6: Graph for Nodes vs. Packet Delivery 

ratio 

Connectivity ratio: Figure 7 shows Connectivity 

ratio, weak connectivity between nodes in routing 

path is removed by degree based link separation 

algorithm, analyze node capacity and filter out the 

minimum degree link nodes. In proposed CREPG 

method Connectivity ratio is increased compared to 

existing method PPDC and NBMS. 

𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐

=  𝒘𝒆𝒂𝒌 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏

/𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 

 

Figure 7: Graph for Nodes vs. Connectivity 

ratio 

Energy: Figure 8 shows energy consumption, how 

extended energy spends for communication, that 

means calculate energy consumption starting energy 

level to ending energy level. In proposed CREPG 

method obtain perfect communication path to choose 

higher energy level nodes from sender to destination 

node; energy consumption is reduced compared to 

Existing method PPDC and NBMS. 

𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒖𝒎𝒑𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏

=  𝑰𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚

− 𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 

 

Figure 8: Graph for Nodes vs. Energy 

Consumption 

Packet loss: Figure 9 shows that Packet loss of 

particular communication in network is calculated by 

nodes loss packet with weak connectivity to obtain 

efficient transmission, the unwanted node 

characteristics are monitored and removed by using 

degree based link separation algorithm. In proposed 

CREPG method Packet loss is minimized compared 

to Existing method PPDC and NBMS. 

𝑷𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕 𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒔 = (𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕
𝒅𝒓𝒐𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒅

𝑺𝒆𝒏𝒕
)

∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎 

 

Figure 9: Graph for Mobility vs. Packet loss 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Wireless nodes are not maintains same energy for 

any situation, that are difficult to manage traffic 

occurrence from source to target node routing. 

Intermediate node link is damaged means packet 

drop occurred for particular routing path. It increase 

energy consumption and reduce transmission rate. 

So, proposed Conniving rear enforcement packet 

gathering (CREPG) technique is applied to collect 

data packet from source through effective routing 

path. It have degree based link separation algorithm 

to separate the nodes which maximum degree based 

link separation and minimum degree based link 

separation. It reduces energy consumption, and 

packet drop, also improve packet delivery ratio. In 

future work present Unsteadiness of Load for packet 

transmission. 
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